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5th Triennale of Kogei in Kanazawa

2022 Kogei World Competition in Kanazawa

Application Form

Application deadline: Wednesday April 13th, 2022
Application Fee：5,000 JPY for one work（This fee is waived for applicants who live outside of Japan.） 

Please transfer the amount to the account below, no later than Wednesday April 13th, 2022.

Bank account Bank: Hokkoku Bank (北國銀行）

Branch：Kanazawa Shiyakusho Branch（金沢市役所 ）

Account Type: Ordinary Deposit（普通預金) 

Account Number：９５８１

Account Holder: カナザワセカイコウゲイコンペティションウケツケガカリ

　　　　　　　　　（Kanazawa Sekai Kougei Konpetishon Uketsuke Gakari）

Please fill in the following items.（ *: required item）

*Name First Name　： Last Name　：

Name in

Japanese/Chinese

Name of group　：

*Country　：

*E-mail　：

*TEL　：

FAX　：

*Sex

*Date of Birth　：

*Address in English　：　

Address in

Japanese/Chinese

characters(Optional)　：

　Applicant Information

※YYYY/MM/DD

※If you apply as a group, please fill-in a neme of representative person who is able to correspond

with the committee.

□ Male　　　　　　　□ Female　　　　　　　□ Other　　　　　　　□ No answer
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　Work Information

*Title in English　：
Title in

Japanese/Chinese

characters(Optional)　：

*Materials　：

*Main material　：

*Inspiration/concept for

the work　：

*Techniques used　：

*Photos of the work and portrait

　　Size of data　：　Less than 15MB

　　Format　：　JPEG

　　Resolution　：　Approximately 2000×3000pixel

Photo credit　：

*Type of the work □ Solid　　□ Flat

*Installation □ Pedestal　　□ Wall　　□ Floor

※The positioning will be arranged to exhibiiton plan.

*Need power supply □ Yes　　□ No

※Must be concise within 70 words.

※Must be concise within 70 words.

When applying through the mail, please be sure to include your application form and a CD-R

containing your profile photo, the photos of the item to be submitted, and the photo(s) of your other

recent work(s).

Please attach photos of the work and your portrait.

Please send multiple images of the work to be submitted as many as your possible.

*1. Photo showing the entire item. (The name of data should be “01”)

2. Photo taken from the front. (The name of data should be “02”)

3. Photo taken from the rear. (The name of data should be “03”)

4. Photo taken from the right side. (The name of data should be “04”)

5. Photo taken from the left side. (The name of data should be “05”)

6. Photo of the close-up, showing detail/surface. (The name of data should be “06”)

7-8. Photo taken from other angles. (The name of data should be “07-08”)

9. Photo of wearable work, showing the item being worn. (Optional, The name of data should be “09”)

*10-12. Photos of representative works of recent years. (The name of data should be “10-12”)

*13. Photo of portrait.
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　Size and Price of the Work

*Width　： cm

*Depth　： cm

*Height　： cm

*Weight　： kg

*Appraisal Price　： USD

　Size of Package　※Applicants from abroard must fill-in.

※Approximate dimension and weight will be accepted.

*Width　： cm

*Depth　： cm

*Height　： cm

*Weight　： kg

NOTES　：　※If you have any particular information to share with the committee, please write in here.

　About the managements of personal information

　　＊　□ I agree.

Signature

※Specify the Appraisal Price, necessary for

calculations of insurance.

※The weight is included the work and package.

We take safety measures to prevent unauthorized access, loss, leaks of the personal 

information you have submitted.

The personal information you have submitted will be strictly managed by the 

secretariat and will not be used for the purpose other than the execution of the judging 

rounds and the preparation of the report, and if we consign all personal information or a 

part of it to an outside company, consignment, we will conduct appropriate supervision 

for those who have received.

Personal information you have submitted will not be provided to third parties unless 

requested by a law enforcement agency such as the police or a judicial agency.


